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Temporal static stress drop variations due to injection activity at The Geysers geothermal field, California
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Abstract We use a high-quality data set from the NW part of The Geysers geothermal field to determine statistical significance of temporal static stress drop variations and their relation to injection rate changes. We use a group of 322 seismic events which occurred in the proximity of Prati-9 and Prati-29 injection wells to examine the influence of parameters such as moment magnitude, focal mechanism, hypocentral depth, and normalized hypocentral distances from open-hole sections of injection wells on static stress drop changes. Our results indicate that (1) static stress drop variations in time are statistically significant, (2) statistically significant static stress drop changes are inversely related to injection rate fluctuations. Therefore, it is highly expected that static stress drop of seismic events is influenced by pore pressure in underground fluid injection conditions and depends on the effective normal stress and strength of the medium.

1. Introduction

The physical mechanisms which lead to the occurrence of induced seismicity (IS) in fluid injection environments are related to an increase of pore pressure, which causes (1) a decrease of effective normal stress on the fault that diminishes the fault strength and leads to the failure (shear failure) [Ellsworth, 2013] or (2) an opening of new cracks in the rock (tensile openings) [Fischer and Guest, 2011]. Specifically, in the case of geothermal environments thermoelastic stresses, which emerge from the temperature gradient between hot rock and cool injected water, lead to thermal fracturing of rocks and occurrence of IS, especially near the injection well [Martínez-Garzón et al., 2014].

Usually, mentioned mechanisms are well reflected in spatiotemporal distribution of seismicity cloud in relation to injection activity [e.g., Martínez-Garzón et al., 2014; Fang et al., 2016; Goebel et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2016; Leptokaropoulos et al., 2016]. Moreover, some authors suggested that static stress drop could be influenced by the fluid injection process [Goertz-Allmann et al., 2011; Lengliné et al., 2014]. In this study we refer to the latter statement by analyzing the relation between static stress drop and injection rate with consideration of statistical significance of both parameters’ changes. We expect to observe the influence of injection rate on static stress drop values due to its direct impact on pore pressure, and therefore effective normal stress, in the reservoir.

By definition static stress drop ($\Delta \sigma$) is the difference between average shear stress on the fault before and after the earthquake [Kato, 2012; Cocco et al., 2016], and its approximation can be estimated from seismic data. It is observed that $\Delta \sigma$ values range from 0.1 to 100 MPa, and they are generally independent of the seismic moment [e.g., Kanamori and Anderson, 1975; McGarr, 1984; Abercrombie, 1995; Kwiatek et al., 2011] over a wide range of moment magnitudes $-8 < M_w < 9$ [Cocco et al., 2016]. Many factors have been considered as the ones influencing $\Delta \sigma$ values. Some authors suggest that $\Delta \sigma$ depends on hypocentral depth [e.g., Tomic et al., 2009; Baltay et al., 2011; Satoh and Okazaki, 2016], earthquake focal mechanism [Allmann and Shearer, 2009; Kwiatek et al., 2015], or location of seismic event with respect to the tectonic environment (i.e., interplate and intraplate events) [Kanamori and Anderson, 1975; Martínez-Garzón et al., 2015]. Moreover, Feignier and Grasso [1991] and Kwiatek et al. [2011] suggested that rock strength and its level of damage influence $\Delta \sigma$ as well.

It is not easy to assess the variability of $\Delta \sigma$ due to the fact that according to the calculation formula $\Delta \sigma$ values are very sensitive to the uncertainties in estimated corner frequencies [Abercrombie, 2015; Garcia-Arista Zabal et al., 2016]. Therefore, it is important to quantify the significance of the results derived from the stress drop analysis.
In this study we analyze statistical significance of temporal changes in the static stress drop of induced seismic events in relation to water injection performed in two wells located in the NW The Geysers geothermal field. Moreover, we examine the influence of other possible factors on the observed significant static stress drop variations. Performed analysis is complemented by the examination of the influence of $\Delta \sigma$ estimation uncertainties on obtained results.

2. Data

The following analysis was performed using a high-quality IS data set from the NW part of The Geysers geothermal field. The cluster of seismicity located in the vicinity of Prati-9 and Prati-29 injection wells consisted of 1254 relocated events [Kwiatek et al., 2015; Martínez-Garzón et al., 2014, 2016, 2017] recorded between 10 of December 2007 and 23 of August 2014 by a local seismic network composed of 31 three-component short-period surface geophones operated by Lawrence-Berkeley National Laboratory. For a representative group of 354 events high-quality stress drops were calculated using mesh spectral ratio technique [Kwiatek et al., 2015]. The technique suppresses the influence of poorly known propagation, site, and sensor effects on source parameters of events forming a cluster. The details of the method are shown in the supporting information Text S1 (see also Kwiatek et al. [2011, 2014, 2015] and Harrington et al. [2015] for applications of the method in different environments). Moment magnitudes of the events were calculated using the formula of Hanks and Kanamori [1979]. Focal mechanisms were recalculated using a HASH software [Hardebeck and Shearer, 2002] assuming double-couple shear source [Kwiatek et al., 2015].

For the analyses performed within this study a group of 322 events which occurred below the depth of 2.08 km in the time period from 1 February 2010 to 7 August 2014 was used (Figure 1). Twenty six events which occurred at shallower depths were excluded from the analysis in order to eliminate all possible origins of hydrological condition differences between hypocenter locations. Hypocenters of excluded events are located above the open-hole section of Prati-9 (depth of ~ 1.9 km), so the primary factor potentially influencing seismicity is injection into Prati-29, whereas all other events remain under the direct influence of both Prati-9 and Prati-29 injection wells. Moreover, we excluded from the analysis six events which occurred before 1 February 2010 due to the seismic network reconstruction and its potential influence on calculated stress drop values.

Seismicity in this region is associated with injection activity in Prati-9 and Prati-29 wells. Prati-9 well was operating constantly from November 2007 to August 2014, whereas Prati-29 worked from April 2010 to June 2013 [Kwiatek et al., 2015]. Seasonal tendency of injection rates can be observed with peak injection rates occurring during winter months [Martínez-Garzón et al., 2013, 2014; Kwiatek et al., 2015]. Two production wells Prati-4 and Prati-5, where production started in January 2012, are localized east of the analyzed area (Figure 1) [Kwiatek et al., 2015]. In the third nearby production well Prati-25 the production started circa 10 of December 2011 [Garcia et al., 2012]. It has been shown that a clear correlation between seismic activity and injection operations in this area is observable [Martínez-Garzón et al., 2013, 2014; Leptokaropoulos et al., 2016]. Production activity has been proven not to influence seismic activity [Kwiatek et al., 2015]; however, it cannot be neglected in the analysis of temporal static stress drop changes due to its potential impact on pore pressure state.

3. Method

In order to investigate whether the influence of fluid injection process on static stress drop of induced events can be observed in the NW part of The Geysers, we performed Spearman correlation analysis between injection rate values and decimal logarithm of static stress drop (Pa) ($\log(\Delta \sigma)$) averaged over $n = 11 - 79$ events using moving average method (Figure S1 in the supporting information). The mean value in each $\log(\Delta \sigma)$ averaging window was assigned to the time of first sample in the window. Correlation analysis was performed for injection rates’ values from time range 1 February 2010 to 28 April 2012 (Figure 2b); however, $\log(\Delta \sigma)$ of $n$ subsequent events were taken into account due to asymmetric averaging window. The significance of correlation coefficient was determined at 5% significance level.

In the second step of analysis we examined statistical significance of temporal changes of static stress drop. Analysis was performed by comparing medians and distributions of $\log(\Delta \sigma)$ between pairs of nonoverlapping
constant Event Windows (EWs) of 20–70 earthquakes shifted by 1 event (Figures 2a and S2 and Table S1). One pair of EWs (EW1 and EW2), which testing result was assigned to event ID = X0, included events (X0-EW, X0+1, X0 + EW) in EW1 and EW2, respectively, for X0 > EW. For testing $\log(\Delta\sigma)$ median changes nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test was used, whereas $\log(\Delta\sigma)$ distribution changes were tested utilizing two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The null hypotheses stated that the samples in tested pairs of EWs come from the continuous distributions with equal medians (Wilcoxon test) and that the samples come from the same continuous distributions (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Both tests were applied at 5% significance level for null hypotheses rejection. On the basis of obtained results we distinguished three Time Intervals (TIs) with significantly different medians and distributions of $\log(\Delta\sigma)$ (Figure 2b). The procedure of TIs separation is described in detail in the supporting information Text S2.

Finally, we assessed the importance of observed correlation between $\log(\Delta\sigma)$ and injection rates and examined the influence of other factors on observed temporal changes of $\log(\Delta\sigma)$. The factors potentially affecting $\log(\Delta\sigma)$ values in fluid injection environment can be grouped into three categories: (1) parameters describing fluid injection (injection rates into Prati-9 and Prati-29 wells and total injection rate into both wells), (2) source parameters (moment magnitude and focal mechanism), and (3) parameters of spatial distribution of seismicity (hypocentral depth and normalized distances from the open-hole sections of Prati-9 and Prati-29 wells). Injection rates are taken into consideration due to their influence on pore pressure state in the reservoir and therefore strength of the reservoir rocks [Terzaghi, 1923]. Moment magnitude of investigated events is tested to refer to the problem of dependence of static stress drop on scalar seismic moment [Cocco et al., 2016]. Focal mechanism is taken into account due to the observation that strike-slip events analyzed have higher stress drops than normal faulting events [Kwiatek et al., 2015]. Hypocentral depth and normalized hypocentral distances from open-hole sections of injection wells are considered in order to refer to the theory of the dependence of $\Delta\sigma$ on the depth of event [Sato and Okazaki, 2016] and the observation of $\Delta\sigma$ increase with increasing distance from the injection well [Goertz-Allmann et al., 2011; Kwiatek et al., 2014]. Hypocentral distance from the open-hole section of injection well was calculated as hypocentral distance to the nearest point of open-hole section of given injection well. Moreover, each hypocentral distance was normalized toward the distance from the nearest point of the open-hole section to the edge of the ellipsoid enclosing all events, in direction designated by mentioned open-hole section point and given hypocenter. Normalization was undertaken in order to eliminate the effect of anisotropic fluid propagation in the
reservoir, which is reflected by the ellipsoidal shape of seismicity cloud [Martínez-Garzón et al., 2014]. In order to quantify the influence of listed parameters on temporal \log(\Delta\sigma) variations we divided each series into distinguished TIs and tested statistical significance of each parameter median and distribution variations between TIs (Figures 3b–3i) using Wilcoxon and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, respectively. Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (column 3 in Figure 3) provides information whether there are other reasons than median differences, e.g., variation, skewness, and kurtosis differences, for considering variables’ distributions as unequal. For testing the statistical significance of focal mechanism changes between TIs chi-squared test at 5% significance level was used due to the categorical character of the variable.

Moreover, we analyzed temporal changes of \log(\Delta\sigma) in spatial seismicity clusters, distinguished using \(k\)-means method within the entire seismicity cloud, in order to prove that observed changes of \log(\Delta\sigma) in time are not a result of the occurrence of events in distant parts of reservoir with different geomechanical properties [Martínez-Garzón et al., 2014; Kwiatek et al., 2015]. Detailed information concerning cluster analysis method is available in the supporting information Text S3. Statistical analysis of the influence of static stress drop estimation uncertainties on the significance of its temporal changes is presented in detail in the supporting information Text S4.

4. Results

Spearman correlation analysis revealed that significant negative correlation between total, Prati-9, and Prati-29 injection rates and \log(\Delta\sigma) can be observed in the entire analyzed range of 11–79 event \log(\Delta\sigma) smoothing windows (Figure S1). Generally, the strongest correlation was observed between injection rate into Prati-29 well and \log(\Delta\sigma) and the weakest between Prati-9 injection rate and \log(\Delta\sigma). Depending on the well (Prati-9, Prati-29, or both), maximum absolute values of Spearman correlation coefficients equaled 0.38, 0.52, and 0.43 and were obtained for \log(\Delta\sigma) smoothing event windows of 59, 50, and 49 events, respectively. The \log(\Delta\sigma) smoothing window sizes of 49–59 events, for which maximum correlations were obtained, correspond to the time period of ∼ 250–300 days. Therefore, they cannot be treated as a time of reservoir response to injection rate changes. It is rather a result of significant \log(\Delta\sigma) decrease, which was recognized by Wilcoxon and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests in the range of event IDs ∼ 48–60, that corresponds to the time period of June–October 2010 (Figure 2a).

During analyzing the relation between injection process intensity and \log(\Delta\sigma), it is important to determine statistical significance of both parameters’ changes. Therefore, we first tested statistical significance of \log(\Delta\sigma) temporal changes (Figures 2 and S2, and Tables S1 and S2) and then checked if changes of injection rates in distinguished TIs are statistically significant (Figures 3b–3d). The results of testing statistical significance of \log(\Delta\sigma) medians’ and distributions’ variations between pairs of 50-event windows, which is the EW size for which the strongest correlation between injection rate into Prati-29 and averaged \log(\Delta\sigma) was obtained, are presented in Figure 2a. It can be observed that significant changes of \log(\Delta\sigma) medians have been recognized twice: circa September 2010 and circa September 2011 (Figure 2a). First significant \log(\Delta\sigma) median change is accompanied by significant \log(\Delta\sigma) distribution change, but in the case of second \log(\Delta\sigma) median change Kolmogorov-Smirnov test did not establish a significant \log(\Delta\sigma) distribution change. However, the results of testing statistical significance of \log(\Delta\sigma) changes between pairs of 20–70 EWs, described in the supporting information Text S2, indicate that both mentioned significant \log(\Delta\sigma) changes can be observed over wide ranges of EWs by both statistical tests (Figure 2a and Table S1). Moreover, the changes can be treated as reliable due to small influence of stress drop estimation uncertainties on the results (Table S2). Therefore, on the basis of these two significant \log(\Delta\sigma) changes, we distinguished three TIs with significantly different levels of \log(\Delta\sigma): first TI comprises time period from 1 February 2010 to 13 September 2010, second TI includes events from 23 September 2010 to 21 August 2011, and third TI comprises time period from 28 August 2011 to 7 August 2014 (Figure 2b). The mean values and standard errors of \log(\Delta\sigma) in each TI are presented in Figure 2b. It can be observed that mean \log(\Delta\sigma) values are lower in the second TI than in the first and third TIs. Visual evaluation of \log(\Delta\sigma) trend in comparison with total injection rate changes reveals that lower mean \log(\Delta\sigma) values correlate in time with two highest total injection rate peaks (Figure 2b). Moreover, high values of \log(\Delta\sigma) in the third TI coincide in time with the start of production in nearby production wells.

In the next step of the analysis we determined statistical significance of injection rate changes between distinguished TIs. Subsequently, we assessed the importance of observed relation between \log(\Delta\sigma) and
injection rates in reference to other factors which can affect log(Δσ) values in fluid injection environment, such as moment magnitude, focal mechanism, hypocentral depth, and normalized distances from the open-hole sections of Prati-9 and Prati-29 wells. Statistical significance of the aforementioned parameters and their distribution variations is presented in Figures 3b/C0.3h (columns 2).

In order to better visualize the results, changes of listed parameters are presented schematically in column 4 of Figure 3. We observed statistically significant changes of medians and distributions of total injection rate between adjacent TIs distinguished on the basis of log(Δσ) values (Figure 3b). Significant change of the median of injection rate into Prati-9 well is not recognized until third TI when it drops significantly; however, its distributions differ significantly for all combinations of TIs (Figure 3c), as it is in the case of total and Prati-29 injection rates (Figures 3b and 3d). The median values of injection rate observed at Prati-29 well reveal the same statistical behavior as medians of total injection rate (Figure 3d). Moment magnitude appears to have no connection with log(Δσ) changes, because Wilcoxon test did not confirm the statistical significance of magnitude changes between considered TIs (Figure 3e). The other parameter which could explain changes of Δσ in time is hypocentral depth. However, in this case, hypocentral depth of events increases significantly only in the third TI (Figure 3f). For this reason, depth cannot explain the change of log(Δσ) between the first and second TIs. What is more, Spearman correlation analysis does not reveal existence of statistically significant correlation between log(Δσ) and depth of events (p value equals 0.972). Referring to the observation of Goertz-Allmann et al. [2011] and Kwiatek et al. [2014], no relation between log(Δσ) and normalized distances from both injection wells changes can be identified (Figures 3g and 3h). Finally, chi-squared test did not reveal the existence of statistically significant change in the contents of normal, strike-slip and thrust faulting events between TIs (p value equals 0.675; Figure S5; compare with Figure 3 in Kwiatek et al. [2015]). However, this result does not exclude the possibility that such a change does occur, due to the fact that statistical inference is conclusive only in the case of null hypothesis rejection.
Other factors that can strongly affect \( \Delta \sigma \) values are geomechanical properties and the level of damage of the rocks [Kwiatek et al., 2011]. These parameters are considered here in terms of spatial distribution of the earthquake hypocenters. We assume that events clustered in space occur in areas which have similar rock properties and level of damage. Obtained results, presented in detail in the supporting information Text S3, reveal that in ~ 94% of cases significant temporal log(\( \Delta \sigma \)) changes occur in at least one cluster among eight distinguished (Table S3). Therefore, we suggest that significant changes of log(\( \Delta \sigma \)) medians and distributions, identified for the entire data set, are not an effect of rheological reservoir differentiation.

Summarizing, the only parameters we can consider here as the ones influencing log(\( \Delta \sigma \)), at least during the first and second TIs, are total injection rate and injection rate into Prati-29. There are two possible explanations for such a result. First, it can be suggested that the decrease of log(\( \Delta \sigma \)) in second TI is a result of the exceedance of some boundary level of total injection rate. The alternative hypothesis states that a delayed reaction of log(\( \Delta \sigma \)) changes to the start of injection into Prati-29 well occurs. However, regardless the agreed scenario, the same physical mechanism explaining obtained results can be proposed.

Figure 3. Analysis of the dependence of log(\( \Delta \sigma \)) temporal changes on other parameters’ variations. In the first column median values of chosen parameters in three TIs are plotted in time. Second and third columns present the results of testing the statistical significance of parameters’ variations using Wilcoxon and two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, respectively. The fourth column shows schematic representation of statistically significant temporal changes of chosen parameters.
Significant temporal changes of log($\Delta \sigma$) observed together with significant injection rate changes, and confirmed by the negative correlation between both parameters, suggest that log($\Delta \sigma$) variations in analyzed area can be considered as a consequence of pore pressure and rock strength changes in the reservoir connected with the significant variations of injection rate. An increase of pore pressure during high injection interval leads to the decrease of effective normal stress and rock strength [Terzaghi, 1923] and therefore may cause static stress drop decrease. It is important to note that pore pressure state in the reservoir can be also influenced by the production activity, which starts at the beginning of the third TI (Figure 2b). The quantitative analysis of production activity is out of the scope of this study; however, it is mentioned here as a potential factor responsible for log($\Delta \sigma$) changes.

Finally, it is important to assess the susceptibility of obtained results on log($\Delta \sigma$) estimation uncertainties. The results of such analysis, presented in detail in the supporting information Text S4, reveal that in over 70% of cases the pattern of log($\Delta \sigma$) median changes identified using mean values of log($\Delta \sigma$) is obtained (compare column 2 of Figure 3a and Table S4). The solutions are more scattered in case of log($\Delta \sigma$) distribution changes, where slightly over 50% of cases reveal the log($\Delta \sigma$) mean values pattern (compare column 3 of Figure 3a and Table S4). Therefore, we conclude that both log($\Delta \sigma$) median and distribution changes patterns identified using mean values of log($\Delta \sigma$) are the most probable solutions after considering log($\Delta \sigma$) estimation uncertainties. However, log($\Delta \sigma$) median changes pattern is more resistant to log($\Delta \sigma$) uncertainties than the pattern of log($\Delta \sigma$) distribution changes.

5. Discussion

The observed relation between log($\Delta \sigma$) and injection rate can be explained by the dependence of $\Delta \sigma$ on pore pressure in the reservoir and consequently on the strength of the medium. Such a relation was previously suggested by Goertz-Allmann et al. [2011] who observed an increase of static stress drop with the distance from injection well during reservoir stimulation at Deep Heat Mining project in Basel, Switzerland. Similar observation was made by Kwiatek et al. [2014] in Berlin geothermal field, El Salvador. In the case of analyzed seismicity cluster no relation between $\Delta \sigma$ and the distance from injection wells has been observed, probably due to the combined seismic effect from Prati-9 and Prati-29 injection wells and potential presence of the local fault in the vicinity of injection area [Martínez-Garzón et al., 2014]. Moreover, in the analyzed area we expect quick fluid propagation and therefore lower pressure buildup in comparison to Basel site, which could also make this effect not observable. However, temporal changes of log($\Delta \sigma$) related to injection (and possibly production) activity suggest that $\Delta \sigma$ values change due to pore pressure changes in the reservoir. This concept is strongly supported by temporal changes in seismic activity correlated with injection activity [Martínez-Garzón et al., 2013; Leptokaropoulos et al., 2016]: more seismic events are registered during time periods of high injection rates which leads to pore pressure increase and consequently reduction of effective normal stress and reservoir strength [Terzaghi, 1923]. Similar concept has been proposed by Lenglíné et al. [2014] for Soultz-sous-Forêts geothermal reservoir on the basis of observation that events which occurred at the same location may exhibit stress drop variations by a factor of 300. However, they did not observe any trend of $\Delta \sigma$ temporal changes and compare it with injection rate variations. According to Martinez-Garzón et al. [2014], maximum pore pressure change ($\Delta p$) between peak and preinjection/postinjection periods in analyzed area is $\sim$ 1 MPa, which implies a decrease of critical shear stress on every fault plane by 0.85 MPa during peak injection period assuming friction coefficient is 0.85 [Byerlee, 1978]. Medians of stress drop change from 5.71 to 3.92 MPa between the first and second TIs. This means that $\Delta p = 1$ MPa can explain almost 50% of observed $\Delta \sigma$ variation. The remaining part of $\Delta \sigma$ change can be explained most likely by $\Delta p$ estimation uncertainty or other physical processes influencing $\Delta \sigma$ values, as discussed below.

It is worth mentioning that laboratory data also shows the existence of relation between effective normal stress and static stress drop. Median values of $\Delta \sigma$ which McLaskey et al. [2014] obtained from acoustic emission data introducing two different values of effective normal stress (4 and 6 MPa) to the experiment equaled to 0.06 and 2.47 MPa, respectively, and this difference is significant due to Wilcoxon test ($p$ value equals $1.27 \times 10^{-5}$).

Observed temporal $\Delta \sigma$ changes can also be considered as a result of aseismic slip occurrence in the reservoir. Geothermal reservoirs are exceptionally prone to host aseismic slips due to high temperature and low normal stress which favor stable slip [Scholz, 2002]. Such a phenomenon has been proved to occur, i.e., in
Soulz-sous-Forêts geothermal reservoir [Cornet et al., 1997; Bourrouilh and Bernard, 2007; Cornet, 2016]. Aseismic slip occurs due to rate-strengthening behavior of the fault or fluid pressurization of rate-weakening fault which brings it to the state of conditional stability [Scholz, 1998, 2002]. Therefore, it is possible that during peak injection rate, when pore pressure increases significantly, preexisting faults experience mainly aseismic slip and observed seismicity releases only a portion of total seismic moment. Such an observation was made by Guglielmi et al. [2015] during scientific injection into preexisting fault in southeastern France and could explain lower values of estimated static stress drops during this period.

6. Conclusions

On the basis of statistical significance analysis of log(Δσ) temporal variations in relation to changes of other parameters such as injection rates, moment magnitude, focal mechanism, hypocentral depth, and normalized distances from injection wells, we state that in the analyzed part of NW The Geysers geothermal field (1) observed variations of log(Δσ) medians and distributions in time are statistically significant and (2) significant temporal log(Δσ) variations are inversely related to injection rate fluctuations that strongly suggest that they are a result of pore pressure fluctuations. Therefore, it can be suggested that Δσ depends on the effective normal stress and strength of the medium, in agreement with statements proposed by Goertz-Allmann et al. [2011] and Lentilhè et al. [2014].

Observed significant changes of log(Δσ) distributions in time and their dependence on the operational phase imply the possibility to utilize log(Δσ) in seismic hazard assessment for NW part of The Geysers area [Staszek et al., 2016].
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